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Living on Campus vs Living off Campus

Everybody has their own reasons as to why they should live on or off campus. Each has its own advantages and
disadvantages that make both a viable solution for where to live while in college. Here's a quick comparison to give you
the ins and outs of both sides so that you can make an informed decision on what choice is appropriate for your life.
Living on Campus

The biggest advantage of living on campus is that all of your needs are paid for. Whether that means through grants,
loans, or your parents is a different story, but here and now it's already covered in the same bill that your tuition is.
- Living on campus means you're right near your classes, so waking up late is often not serious enough of an distance to
prevent you from sprinting to your class in pajamas before it's too late.
- There's three or more meals a day available to you and a majority of your friends will be around you instead of being a
good distance away.
- The dorms are a great place to meet new people in college. Some of these people will turn into life long friends.
Living off Campus

Living off campus gives you more freedom and more responsibilities.
- You'll be able to decide exactly where to live and what to eat on a day-to-day basis.
- Your car will be parked right in front of your house, making it easy for you to come and go as you please.
- If you wanted to, you could entertain a large number of people at any point and even drink if you're of age.
- Living in your own apartment or shared house will typically have more space and can offer more privacy than a dorm
room.
- Your own place means new responsibilities, such as cleaning up around the house, paying utility bills and being a
responsible renter.

Both situations have their downfalls as well. Unfortunately in both situations you'll be presented with the possibility of
annoying roommates, moving out just lets you buy your privacy directly. There are positives and negatives to both sides
of the situation, just make sure you know the full details of what you're getting into and whether or not the benefits
outweigh the requirements.
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